1. The study of the solutions of the system 
.. x n, t, ~) i = 1, 2 .... n, dt
where the X i are regular functions of e for small e is classical. More recently nonlinear systems like (l.0) have been studied when one or more of the Xi has a pole at e --~ 0, or what is equivalent, where e or some power of e occurs as the coefficient of the left member of one or more of the equations (1.0), [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6] . In this case the system when e ~ 0 is of lower order than when e 4=-0. In the studies [2, 4, 6] it is assumed that the system has a solution with a continuous derivative in case e -----0 and conditions are given for this to be the case when e 4 0.
In applied mathematics there are cases where the system has only discontinuous "solutions" when e ~ 0 and yet is known empirically that when e > 0 the system has a continuous solution which approaches the discontinuous one as e-~ 0. This fact has been exploited by the Russian school of non-linear mechanics. Here a rigorous treatment will be given for a case where the system has a discontinuous "solution" when e ~ 0. The main result has already been announced, without proof, [3] . Since
[3] has appeared, a system with a discontinuous solution has been treated [5] by Tihonov. In Tihonov's treatment the "jump arcs" instead of being solutions of {2.2) must be straight lines. Also the existence of derivatives with respect to initial values is not considered.
The specific system we shall consider here is Here fi, ~i, g and h are functions of xl, x~ ..... xn, u, t and e. They are continuous in e for small e ~ 0. It will be convenient to use a vector notation and to denote the vector with components x i by x, the vector with componentsfl by f, and ?~ by q~.
Thus we can write (1.1) as dx du d2u du ( 
1.2) dt = fdi +q~' ~[;+g~[+h = 0
where the first equation of (1.2) is a vector equation. The vector f isf(x, u, t, e) and similarly for the vector ~ and the scalars g and h.
By the degenerate system we shall mean (1.2) with ~ -----0. We observe that the degenerate system is of lower order than (1.2). We shall write the degenerate system as dy dv dv 
.. Yn and v is a scalar. In (1.3)f is f(y, v, t, O)
and similarly for ~, g and h. Let us now consider a solution of (1.3) as a curve in the n+ 2 dimensional space (y, v, t). We assume that such a solution starts at a point,
A. We observe that when the solution reaches a point on the hypersurface g(y,v, t, O)
0, a singular situation may prevail with regard to dv/dt.
This situation can be seen clearly by taking a very simple special case. We take the van der Pol equation with a change of time scale which may be written as d2u du (v~-l)hi+v= 0.
The solution v(t) of (1.5) which at t = 0 satisfies v(0) > 1 is readily obtainable.
However all we need observe is that since If we turn to (1.4) with s> 0 we see that the line u= 1 offers no special difficulty. we discard on the basis of our experience with (1.5) and we are led to investigate further the possibility u(tl ~-0) = --2. Actually (1.4) can be investigated directly [ 1] and it is indeed found that as s ~ 0, solutions of (1.4) on reaching u = 1+0 tend to jump to u = --2. We shall not pursue this intuitive discussion further but rather proceed in w 2 to give a definition of a solution of (1.3) which may be discontinuous.
The definition will be justified because we shall show that as ~ -~ 0 solutions of (1.2)
tend to solutions, as we define them here, of (1.3).
As was observed in [3] the system (1.2) includes as a special case the system
where x and H are vectors and H and G are continuous in e for small ~ ~ 0. G and w are scalars. With e not appealing on the right this is the system treated by Tihonov [5] . In case the right members of (1.6) are not linear in w the system can be brought to the form (1.2) (withf ~ 0) simply by differentiating the last equation with respect to t. On the other hand if the right members of (1.6) are linear in w then, if we du introduce the variable u given by d~ = w, the system (1.6) assumes the form
which is a special case of (1.2).
~0
2. We shall now give the definition of a solution of (1.3). We consider the solution as a curve, S0, in the n+2 dimensional space (y, v, t). At the point A let t -~ a and g > 0. For a ~ t < 31, let (y(t), v(t)) be a solution of (1.3) and let
(y(t), v(t); t, O) > O, a ~ t < vl .
As t -~ rl--0 let g -+ 0. The point (y(~--0), v(v~,0), v,) we denote by B where g > 0). We assume that (1.3) has a solution So as just defined for a g t _~ ft.
We assume further that there exists an open set R in the n~-2 dimensional space (y, v, t) containing the curve S 0 such that f(y, v, t, e), % g and h and their first order partial derivatives with respect to Yi, v and t are uniformly continuous and bounded as functions of y, v, t and e when (y, v, t) is in R and ~ ~ 0 is small. We shall also assmne that ff and h have second order partial derivatives continuous in R and for small e although this assumption can be avoided.
We see that S0 considered as a curve (but not as a function of t) is continuous but that at the points C1, C2, etc. it has a discontinuous tangent. We see further that So is the sum of two kinds of arcs, the arcs AB1, C1B2, C~B3, etc. which are solutions of (1.3) and might be called regular arcs, and the arcs B1CI, B2C2, etc.
which are solutions of (2.2) lying in planes t --~ ~i and which might be called jump arcs since the arcs are traversed in a zero elapse of t. As a function of t the solution is discontinuous and jumps from Bj to Cj at t --~j, j = 1, 2 ..... N.
The condition (2.1) can be weakened by allowing I to vanish On g = 0 but requiring that I be different from zero and of the same sign off g ----0 in the neighborhood of B. A somewhat simpler situation where there will be no jump at all arises when I changes sign in passing through g =-0. These cases will not be pursued further.
In what follows the norm of a vector is defined as Ix[ = X[xil.
The basic results for (1.2) are given in the following theorems, Theorem 4 is in a sense Theorem 3 for the case e = -t-0.
As an application of these theorems in case the right members do not contain t or in case they are periodic in t we have the fact that if the degenerate system (1.3) has a periodic solution and if the Jacobian associated with the determination of this solution by varying initial coordinates is different from zero, then it follows by Theorem 3 that (1.2) will also have a periodic solution. We shall show this in w 8.
3. We shall require several lemmass The first is well known. 
Lemma 1. Let ~(t) be a vector with an integrable derivative and let d~ < a(t)-t-b(t)l~l , to < t < tl,
(3.0) dt l = ~-~- where b(t) ~ O. Then for t o ~ t • tl , (3.1) [$(t)--r l ~ [~(to)l(e ftob(s)ds--1)-~-oa(T)e
Lemma 2. Let z(t), w(t) satisfy
(3.3) dz L dw M, d~w H dw
a-t= ~ + ~b + ~[ = g for a <~ t -<-V where L, M, H and J are continuous in the region given by ~ <~ t <_ and [z]-4-lwl <= 2 for some 2 > o. In this region let
(3.4) ILl < k, ]M] < k([zl+lw])+el, [J] < k(lzl-~-]wl)-~-t~l, H ~> m > 0.
Moreover at t : ~x let (3.5) [~(~,)J+lw(~)l =< 6~,

Let lq = k(k+m+l)/m and let
Then for a <~ t _<_ V, and if el, 61, and 62 are small enough 
Iz(t)J + Iw(t)l <= Ae k'(~-~)
+ -d-i{ <= (k+l)lOl+~(Izl+lwl)+~l.
If ~ denotes the vector (z, w) then Lemma 1 yields
O~
From the last equation of (3.6)
Or since H >m> 0 e_m(t_a)/e_~ 1 
I t IO(t)l <~ IO(cr -
IJle-m(t-v,/edv. E < 5~ e_m,t_~,)i~+ k (t 10(t)l
Thus (3.s)
In (3.7) and (3.9) this proves the lemma providing sl, 51 and 5~ are small enough so that A ek~(Y-~)< ).. 
+h(U, v, t, 0)+-= [g(y, v, t, )==--(U, v, t, g~ dtJ
Let the minimum of g(y(t), v(t), t, 0) over (~, V) be denoted by 2m unless this minimum exceeds 1 in which case we take m = 1. Then so long as (x, u, t) is in R we have using the mean value theorem,
Since f and ~ are uniformly continuous for small e there must be a continuous function ~(e) such that ~(0) = 0 and such that
with similar results for ~, g and h so long as (y, v, t) is in R.
Clearly we can choose W(e) > e. We get
and similarly computing ~ and ~ we find
We have f(x, u, t, ~) -~ f(y(t)+z, v(t)q-w, t, e) and similarly for ~, g, and h. If we now
apply Lemma 2 to (3.10) and (3.11) and make use of (3.12) and (3.13) we see that if e, 6~, and ~ as defined in the statement of Theorem 1 are small enough, (x, u, t)
is in R for a ~ t ~ 7, and indeed for a ~ t g ~, at least so long as g(x, u, t, e) ~ m, (3.14)
Ix(t)--y(t)l-[-lu(t)-v(t)l g e K/m* (~1~-5~-~(~))
and du dv
---~ ~ e-mC'-a)/~+eK/m'((~x-~(~+V2(~)).
From (3.14) and the continuity of g we see that we will indeed have g(x, u, t, e) ~ m if e, (~1 and ~2 are small enough. We see from (3.14) and (3.15) that for t < 31, Theorem 1 is established except for the difference of the second derivatives of u and v.
This we shall show in Lemma 4. The discontinuity at 31 is precisely the point of interest here and we begin to handle it in w 4.
4. In the next part of the proof of Theorem 1 we shall show that for small e, 5~
and ~ the solution of (1.2) intersects the hypersurface g = 0 at a point which tends h q-~x~. Let v 1 < v B be near enough to v B so that as t increases from a toward r 1 g there is a value of t ~ t 1 near to v 1 such that v(tl) ~ Vl and dv/dt is large for tl ~ t < rl.
We shall denote the point (y(tl), v(t I), tl) by the letter Q. If we choose y so that tl < y < rl, and apply the results (3.14) and (3.15) we see that if e, 51 and 52 are small enough then for some t (which tends to t 1 as s, ~1, 52 -+ 0) we have u(t) -~ v 1. Let us denote this point by P. Then at P we have t = tp,
x(tp) ~ Xp and u = u t, -----u(te) = v I.
Also as s, 6x, 53 -+ 0, P -~ Q. Clearly we can choose Q as near to B as we wish.
We now change from t to v (and u) as the independent variable. Since when v = u the values of t for the points on S o and the solution of (1.2) are not in general equal we will reserve t for the system (1.2) and in this section designate the variable t for (1.3) by the letter s. We have then that (1.2) can be written as dx dt dp
where f =f(X, u, t, e), etc. while (1.3) becomes
where f -~ f(y, v, s, 0), etc. Since u and v are the independent variables here we can with no confusion use them interchangeably. We consider (4.0) for u ~ v 1. The solution of (1.2) can now be regarded at least in certain range of u as a solution of (4.0).
for all (x, u, t) in R. (Clearly K 1 is a K). Let R1 denote the region of (x, u, t) bounded by the planes u = vl, and u = v 2 and by
IX--Xpl q-It-tel <= gl(v2--Vl).
Clearly if v 1 and vz are chosen near enough to vB we have R 1 contained in R for small e.
If we consider the change in g as we follow-a solution of (4.0) we have We recall the definition of I in (2.1) and our assumption that I ~ 0. Since in R1 and for small e.
Let v 1 be near enough to v B so that
This is possible since gQ -+ 0 as vl -+ v B. Let e, (~ and ~ be so small that P is near enough to Q and p near enough to q at u ----vl so that 2gp I
< v(v,) < -<
Now let us suppose that for our solution of (4.0) there is a va, vl < va < v2 such that for vl ~= u < v a, p(u)< --2gp/h B but that for u ~-va we have either p------2gp/h B or (x, u, t) reaches the boundary of R~. We shall show that this is impossible.
By integrating dp
from v~ to v 3 we see that p > 0 since if p = 0 the left side di,derges. 'For vz g u < va, since 0 < p < --2gp/h B, we can assume p < 1 since we can take Q and therefore P near B where g vanishes. From (4.0)
Thus (x(u), t(u)) is in R 1 for v~ _< u _< va and therefore we must have p = --2gp/h B at u = v s. Since p < --2gp/h B < --I/4K~ for Vl < u < va, we have
J~A-pJ~ < 1I-4-PK2 < ~I--~I 88 < O. du
Thus g is decreasing as u increases up to va. Since g is decreasing we have at va g+ph < gp@ lph B ~ gp--gp = 0 .
Thus by (4.3), dp/du < 0 at v a. That is p is decreasing and therefore we cannot have p = --2gp/h B for the first time at va. We see then that our solution of (4.0) remains in R 1 and can be extended to u = v2 and that 0 < p < --2gp/h B for v 1 =~ u =~ v 2. We can take vl as close to v B as we wish. Thus Q can be as near B as we wish. By taking e, 51 and 5~ small enough we can bring P as close to Q, and therefore to B, as we wish. The nearer we take P 
[x(vl--y(v)[ + lt(v)--s(v)] <= K[~p(e )-~-gp-]-gQ-~-IX(Vl)-y(vl)t + ]t(Vl
x(v~)--y(v2)[ + [t(v2)--s(v~)] ~ 84.
Now so long as p(u) ~ 8a we have from comparing the two systems 
VB
The logical procedure in this section is to first choose 85 and then 8~. We then observe that we can require 6 a and 64 to be as small as we wish" if we make e, 61, and 02 small enough. By taking 6al 64 and e small enough we have from ( We can also satisfy (4.10) for vl ~ v g v~ on the basis of Part 2 simply by taking e, 01, and 63 small enough. Turning to (4.6) we have E (4.11)
But by (4.10) followed by (4.9) we have for v~ < u < vc--0 5
Since we can bring u 4 as close to v B as we wish by taking ~, 61, and ~ small enough, we can make dv < 6,.
Also so long as p ~ 0a,
IS"phdv ~K6 3 3" 9 u 1
If we choose 6 a small enough so Ka6 a < 08 then certainly the last two inequalities used in (4.11) yield are chosen close enough together the solution of (4.0) can be coatinued up to v 6 and will lie in R 2 which in turn will lie in R. This is certainly the case then if p is small.
We can also choose v~ and v G near enough to vr so that in R2, g > ~gc > 0.
Integrating (4.3) between v I and u4 we have U4 s f (g § --o P4 P! vl
Since we can choose vl as close to v B as we want and since as e, 01, and 03 -~ 0, u 4 ~ v B we see that we can require that for any 07 > 0. Thus
Iv~i4(g+ph)du]<(~7
E --< ---~-07 9
P4 Pl
Now since we can choose ~, 01, and ~ as small as we wish after having selected v 1 we can make s/ql and therefore also e/p 1 as small as we want. Thus we can require Thus (4.6) gives
207-!:4gdu--I~4 phdu"
From the resuIt of part 3 it follows that if we take v~ closo enough to v c and e, 01, and 62 small enough we have V5 .
Iu(g+ph)du <0~.
We see that the choice of 07 affects the choice of v 5 but not v~. We have (4.13) p(u) > Now let us assume that 587 (4.14)
g+ph ~----, v5 ~--u ~ v6.
Then we find from (4.13) that p(u) -+ c~, contrary to our assumption that p < 1.
Thus (4.14) cannot hold and we have
for some u, v5 < u < v6. If ~7 is small enough this can be replaced by
ph < --~gv 9
Since gc > 0 we must have h =~ 0. If h > 0 we have p < 0 which is impossible 9 If
h < 0 and [h I < K we have p > gc/(2K). Thus if p < 1 we certainly have p > gv/(2K)
for some u, v5 < u < vs.
Since we can choose v 6 as close to C as we wish we see that indeed we can enclose C in a sphere in (x, u, t) with center at C and of radius arbitrarily small and that having chosen the sphere we can, by taking s, ~1, and ~2 small enough be sure that As before it is convenient to replace t by s and reserve t for the system (1.2).
Let s at v~-v0 be so where clearly s 0<T This completes the proof of Theorem 4.
6, We proceed now to the proof of Theorem 3. In the course of the proof we shall make use of Theorem 4. We recall the remarks made at the beginning of w 5
concerning the meaning of a and b. We require the following resnlt which is a slightly modified form of Lemma 2 and is proved in the same way. 
Iz(t)l-~-[w(t)l ~ Z~l eki(t-~)
I dw I < 64 e_mtt_a)/s_~ s2(t--~) e_m(t_a)/s4 -]czJl ckl(t_a) for a <~ t <~ ~ where A~ replaces A in Lemma 2 and
4(k+ 1)2(mA-1) 2 zJ 1 ~-~ (~1---}-~'2-~-~3-"~-~4) ,
km ~ and ]c~ is the same as in Lemma 2.
We begin by considering ~ ~ t _~ ~ < T 1. 
u(t), t, e)~-[+ ~ 2, ~x i zi-t-~u W) d~-~ ~x i zi+~-vu w+ G -~ 0
where
As e, 6~, and 6~ -> 0 we have for ~ ~ t ~ y < vt from Theorem 1, part 1, that
~f(x, u, t, ~) ~f(y, v, t, 0) 1 0
uniformly where x is x(t), y is y(t) etc. Similar results hold for the other differences du dv 
IFI <= E[~p(~, (~, 62)4-~2e-m(t-~
L
du dw
We have --0 at t = ~. Thus --at t = a is bounde~t and therefore 64 is of the 3a dt dt form Ke. With this we see that (6.1) and (6.2) satisfy the hypothesis of Lemma 3 where st = E~ and e2 = ES~. Using Lemma 3 we see that Theorem 3 is valid for ~ t ~ I~ < ~t in so far as the derivatives with respect to a are concerned. 
~x(%) ~y(vo) ~t(vo) ~s(vo)
52 small enough. Thus and can be made as small as we ~a ~a ~a ~a wish.
We have also to consider ~p(vo)/~a. We have since p ~ 1/--dt
A similar formula is valid for ~q(vo)/~a. The terms in (6.5) tend to the corresponding It follows easily from Theorem 1 that as e, dl, and d~ -+ 0. We can also make [z(v0) r as small as we wish. Thus the terms on the right side of (6.6) all go to zero as e, dl, d2 ~ 0 with the possible exception of 
I dzl <KIz[+KIzp'+K ~p'duu] ~a~Pl
and therefore by Lemma 1
We have since g > 0 near C, 9--~ph > lg, v3 <--u <~ v 4, if we have chosen s small enough. Thus from edp/du = gp~+hp 3, p is an increasing function of u. Also dp > 89 so that
~p(v3) .
18 bounded by (7.0) and also using (7.2) we find easily Using the fact that p~ ~a now that for v3 --~ v g v 4
where ~(v3) is a continuous function which tends to zero as % -~ v 6. With the formula below (7.1) this yields
By (7.4) and (7.5) we find from (7.1)
At P4 we change again from u to t as the independent variable. We have, if 
g4 ~a p~ ~a / From (7.3) and (7.2) we have also using (7.0)
Since v 3 and v4 can be as near v c as we wish we see that by taking e, 51, and 52 small enough we can make IJ~l < ~9 where e 9 > 0 is any prescribed quantity. By (7.6) I~t(u4) ~t(u.) < where elo > 0 can be chosen arbitrarily small. From (7.0) and continuity considerations the above formula yield .iV C, From (7.14), if gc > 2K1 > 0, we have using (7.8), (7.12), (7.16) and (7.21) 
Kp4-F K(v4--Va
}
as small as we wish. With (7.24), (7.26) and (7.10) we can proceed now as in Part I from t 5 to fl since in the range t c to t 5 or t 5 to te the change in the degenerate system is small because {Q--tc[ is small.
The case where b is used instead of a proceeds with the usual modifications.
This completes the proof of Theorem 3.
8. Let us consider the case where the degenerate system has a solution, as defined in w 2, which is periodic of period T. Let t ~ ~ be a point where g ~ 0.
Suppose in the first place we take the case where the functions f We shall return to this ease later.
